Portable Field Machining Services
Rotating and Reciprocating Equipment

Milling
- T-slot and keyway cutting
- Reclamation of worm keyways
- Horizontal joint milling
- Machining of support ledges
- Machining foundations

Flange Facing
- Vertical
- Horizontal
- Overhead
- Pressure vessels
- Valves

Journal and Seal Areas
- Lathe Machining and grinding
- Polishing of journal and seal areas
- FD-ID fan shafts
- Thrust faces

Bore Machining
- Casing repairs, bearing seats
- Valve seats and gate valve faces
- Diaphragm
- Line boring
- Housing and cylinders

Drilling, Welding and Plasma
- Stud removal and thread repair
- Weld repair of split-lines and faces
- Plasma cutting